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Name

The 360 Blog is the official name. Capitalize ”The“ even when in the middle of a sentence and in a title, where it is not at the 
beginning of a sentence. E.g. ”Introducing The 360 Blog“ (AP Style: ”Introducing the 360 Blog“) OR ”I read a great article on 
The 360 Blog.“ (Not: ”I read a great article on the 360 Blog.“ ) Other instances of it written as ”the 360 Blog“ is only for graphic 
design purposes, e.g. the blog itself and not for user text style.

Curation principles of the blog

Updating the section fronts: How often? Once a week? Bi-weekly? How often is often enough to keep the content fresh? 
Does everyone on the blog team have pages that they own and curate in perpetuity? Do we have regular meetings with 
stakeholders to talk about what’s above the fold? Do we look at metrics and decide that the best-performing content goes up 
top? Or should more sluggish content that needs a boost get pushed to the front?

Style and design: Each section has been given its own color theme. Should we also theme which pointy trees and rounded 
rocks go with each section front to give each section a slightly distinctive look?

Analytics: Who will be looking at the performance of the section front pages, and how often? What does success look like? 
What’s the plan to zhugg each page for better performance?

Adding images into Wordpress

Information about  Blog Image specs 

To upload a new image into a story, look for Featured Image in the right-side navigation. Click through and either select an 
image from the Media Library or upload a new image.
Please follow the blog images naming convention if you’re adding a new image:

Name original images as the slug of the URL so, this  URL ’s associated image name is: ltc-marriott-king.jpg (note that 
you can find the slug for the image under Permalink in the right-side nav.)

Name generic LTC images (if you’re the first one to put it in the Media Library) as leading-through-change-lob.jpg

Add video

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Pull the embed module from the sidekick.

Add this code in the module: https://embed.vidyard.com/share/[alphanumeric code from vidyard]

Center align the video player

Add brief, descriptive caption for accessibility/UX

Preview 

Publish

Meta description

SEO TITLE

Create a title that contains the keywords readers will use to look up the type of information that is in your article. You can use 



 Google Trends  to compare keywords and see the search volume for your topics.

URL SLUG

 Create a URL slug with SEO in mind. Use the same keywords from title and subheads. Omit words such as: “the,” “of,” “at.” 
“an,” “a,” etc. and don’t include “Salesforce” since it is already in the URL. 

Write a meta description by clicking on edit snippet with keywords: 142 characters. Keep within character count

Pull quotes

Follow best practices for  pull quotes  and citations should be in all caps. Do not add quotes to the pull quote, Note that your 
attribution copy will be standard format in WordPress, but it will appear italicized on the live page. Click-to-Tweet module. 

CLICK-TO-TWEET

To make it stand out, make the Click-To-Tweet treatment the same as the pull quote treatment (Not in-line paragraph text.)



WIP Style guide for topics/section Fronts

GUEST AUTHOR PAGES

SECTION: Contact Info
Job Title:
Abbreviate all titles to "Title, Business Unit" titles written as SVP, VP, EVP, CEO, etc... For director and manager, we will spell 
out. Remove any business jargon so it makes sense to end-users. Use ampersands (&) instead of "and" when applicable. For 
"Senior," besides SVP, use "Sr.", i.e. Sr. Product Marketing Manager. When the individual is from another company, the format 
will be "Title, Company" or "Title, Business Unit, Company." Try to get the title to two rows (max. three)

Name: Separate out first name and last name, so that the footer of the bylined article(s) will reference the first name only.

Social Media:
Add in Twitter and LinkedIn links, if possible.

Section: About Guest Author
A few sentences are appropriate. Make sure it doesn’t have “Connect on LinkedIn” Or “Connect on Twitter” at the end.

SECTION DRIVER (A.K.A. FOOTER LAST CTA)

Where should we be sending readers once they’ve been through our page? Consult with the stakeholder for each section to 
determine what makes the most sense - a video, a report, an ebook, etc. What conversion product do they want us to send 
readers to? 

Contextual buttons 

Using one link:
CTAs should be written in  Title Case  (debate in UX, but consistency is crucial) 
CTA: Download the State of Marketing Report (contextual for accessibility, 4 to 6-words)
NOT: Download Report 
CTA Header (sentence case): 2-3 lines minimum for context. No period at the end since not all CTA headers are complete 
sentences. character count: 70 (min.) to 112 (max.)
examples:
(3-lines) Sixth Edition State of Marketing Report: Learn all the ways marketing has changed this year
(3-lines) Watch our free Selling From Home webinar to leverage the power of CRM to build relationships and solve for speed

Using two links:



There’s an option to add a second line of descriptive copy below the header and next to the CTA button, and this section can 
include a second CTA; both the descriptive copy and a small right-pointing arrow have the link behind them. Rather than 
presenting two CTAs, which is confusing to the reader, we recommend simply using the same CTA link throughout. 

[I would like to provide a screenshot by my WP access is not serving me once again.]

HERO AND FEATURE STORIES

What makes for a Hero story? One that we feel is particularly newsworthy? One that has a high-profile customer? Is this our 
choice, or do we solicit stakeholders?

Features stories: Please choose a total of 11 stories (+ 3 Editor’s Picks) at all times. The first story will always be the Hero. 
Stories will always populate in rows of two or three. If you don’t provide enough stories, there will be an empty hole on the 
page. Make sure that your features don’t repeat and that you aren’t repeating the same story in Editor’s Picks.

In general, choose the most compelling content for the first four stories that will appear above the fold.

Blurb, minimum characters:
Blurb, average characters (1.5-2 lines): 117
Blurb, maximum characters (3 lines): 205

EXCERPTS (Are between <h1> and body text, show up as blurbs on Section Fronts.)
Should be written as complete sentences with punctuation.
(3) rows is best length for 3-column on section fronts
Maximum character count for middle blog post: 172
Maximum character count for right-side blog post: 172
Maximum character count for left-side blog post: 172
Some excerpts end with a tease, some don’t, should we make this uniform? Or should it only be character count?

For 2-column
Excerpt for blog post (small): 
Maximum: 172 characters



Excerpt for 2-column
Excerpt for blog post (large):
Minimum: 180 characters (recommended)
Maximum: 329 characters (This will look intense on the actual article page.)

Featured Voices

Editors’ Picks



Choosing an Editor’s Pick: What makes a story an Editor’s Pick rather than one of our Features? Are these sleeper stories 
that we love that didn’t get enough play as a feature? Are they older stories we are trying to pump new life into? Are they short 
reads? Are they pieces where the art isn’t particularly compelling? 

Try to make/choose titles that are consistent in length with each other: (3) articles with roughly a 3-line title or (3) articles with 
roughly a 2-line title, etc...  E.g., the first image below has 1. 2-line title, 2. 2-line title, 3. 3-line title. The preference is for the 
bottom image of: 1. 2-line title, 2. 2-line title, 3. 2-line title.

NEWSLETTER SUBSCRIPTION

●

○

○

○

How to update the copy in the newsletter subscription module

Go to: settings -> subscribe form settings

Enter new copy

**NOTE: the text change affects the bottom bar, right rail, subscribe form, and modal (at this time, we cannot edit 
these individually)


